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Foreword - Increasing Wealth through Digital Assets

Since the birth of Bitcoin in 2009, we have witnessed a breathtaking journey, culminating in a dramatic peak in
2021 when the price of a single Bitcoin soared to the dizzying height of $60,000. This spectacular price explosion
not only attracted hordes of newcomers to the crypto market but also convinced seasoned investors and renowned
venture capital firms of the undeniable potential of digital currencies.

Now, in March 2024, Bitcoin once again makes history by surpassing the $70,000 mark, and this time, the surge
seems to be making even bigger waves. An unprecedented rush to Web3 wallets sets new standards and signals an
impending, even more explosive wealth boom. But with great wealth comes great responsibility: the secure storage
of these digital treasures poses a tremendous challenge that will play a crucial role in the future of the crypto
universe. In this dynamic era, the quest for simple and reliable storage and resolution methods takes center stage
to further strengthen trust in the world of digital currencies.

Digital Inheritance

As you delve into this Blackpaper, chances are you're already immersed in the captivating world of Bitcoin, other
cryptocurrencies, or digital assets. But have you ever paused to consider a scenario that often remains in the
shadows - what happens to your digital treasures if something were to happen to you? Whether it's an unforeseen
illness, a sudden stroke, or an abrupt, unexpected event!? - Life is unpredictable, and no one knows their own end,
regardless of age. This contemplation takes us into a rarely explored territory, one that is crucial but often
overlooked. It's a fascinating yet often neglected aspect of the digital era that concerns us all.

CHARONIUM® is dedicated to a fascinating yet crucial endeavor: not only imparting profound knowledge to you but
also guiding you step by step through the process and inspiring you to establish a straightforward and secure
procedure for your crypto estate.

Depending on your personal beliefs, death may be the final chapter or the beginning of a new one. Yet, beyond this
threshold, whatever awaits us, neither money nor bitcoins hold any value - they suddenly lose all meaning.

This leads us to an unavoidable and profound question: "What happens to my bitcoins when I'm gone?"
CHARONIUM® stands by your side, determined not only to provide you with the answers to this essential question
but also to assist you and help you preserve your values and digital treasures for future generations. Because when
it comes to digital assets, traditional approaches, such as writing a will and then leaving the asset search to the
executor, reach their limits. Why? Decentralized assets evade easy access, without the crucial key - the Private Key
- they are unreachable.

A sobering fact is that digital assets like Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are irretrievably lost if their owner
passes away without leaving their access details.
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A study by the industry association Bitkom reveals that around 80 percent of all Internet users have made no
provisions for their digital estate. This figure rises to a staggering 95 percent among those over 65 years of age. In
2015, 93 percent of Internet users stated that they had made no arrangements.

And the outlook for the future? Without active change, it's bleak - but not with CHARONIUM® by your side! We are
ready to break this wave and manage, safeguard, and secure your digital treasures for posterity.

Why CHARONIUM®?

Already, an alarming 3,7 million bitcoins, approximately 18% of the total circulation, have been irretrievably lost.
Considering the fluctuating prices, this could amount to an astronomical loss of several hundred billion euros!

CHARONIUM® bridges this gap by offering not only management but also secure storage, as well as providing the
necessary information and education to loved ones in case of the unexpected. The service ranges from secure
resolution procedures to advising on the future use of your digital treasures. CHARONIUM® ensures that your
descendants not only receive the necessary information but also smoothly manage the resolution process.

Trust in a simple and guided process, because even the most professionally self-managed digital assets offer no
solution for your heirs, who may be inexperienced and overwhelmed with the task of resolving, transferring, or
selling these assets.

To fulfill this promise, CHARONIUM® relies on its own range of software and hardware products, encompassing both
analog and digital assets. In addition, great emphasis is placed on active education, complemented by a
comprehensive range of services concerning your digital wealth.

Now, imagine the following question ...

What happens to your Bitcoins, Ether, Tether, and NFTs when you're no longer here?

CHARONIUM® is by your side, determined not only to provide you with the answers to this essential question but
also to assist you and help preserve your values and digital treasures for future generations securely.

We're here when you're gone.
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CHARONIUM® Utility Token ($STYX) & Tokenomics

The STYX® Token is the utility token of CHARONIUM®, built on BASE (Ethereum Layer 2), and is initially available
exclusively for services on www.charonium.com and its subpages. It can be exchanged there for current and future
services and products.

STYX® Tokenomics, Pool Sizes, and Token Numbers (Q2/2024)

From each of these services or revenue from sales, 12.5% of the income is used to buy circulating $STYX Tokens
and "burn them in the blue fire of Hades," making the flames visible far and wide.

Strategic Investments

A small but strategically important portion is reserved for strategic investors who not only provide financial
resources but also bring valuable expertise, resources, and industry contacts. These partnerships are crucial for
the long-term development and resilience of our project.

Private Sale

Through the private sale, we can build a solid base of supportive investors who believe in our vision early on and
enable us to invest in the development and marketing of our project. This pool provides important capital flow to
drive our initiatives forward while bringing dedicated supporters on board.
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ICO (Initial Coin Offering)

Conducting an ICO allows us to make our tokens accessible to a wide range of investors while providing the
necessary liquidity for further development. This public phase of the sale promotes awareness of our project and
contributes to building a vibrant community.

Advisors & Legal

To ensure we stay on the right track and meet regulatory requirements, we allocate a portion of our tokens to
experienced advisors and legal experts. These experts help minimize risks and establish a strong legal foundation
for our project.

Team

A portion of our tokens is reserved for the core team tirelessly working to realize our vision. This allocation ensures
that our team is motivated and has the means to fully focus on the development and growth of our project.

Liquidity Pool

A significant portion of our tokens is invested in a liquidity pool to maintain a healthy trading circulation. This
contributes to the stability of the token ecosystem and facilitates users' access to our tokens.

Community & Ecosystem

The majority of our tokens are used to promote the community and build a robust ecosystem. These funds allow us
to build an active and engaged community, establish partnerships, and promote the development of DApps and
other applications that enrich our ecosystem.

CHARONIUM® Hardware

CHARONIUM® has taken on the task of developing its own
hardware, providing various and innovative solutions for
private keys. Users are offered a wide range of options that
they can customize according to their individual needs. The
focus of CHARONIUM® Hardware is primarily on the o�ine
aspect. Securing via an online service is extremely risky and
must be additionally secured by many technical
mechanisms.
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Moreover, an online service can be suspended at any suspicion - whether justified or not, without the user's
consent. CHARONIUM® aims to ensure the principles of decentralization and unrestricted self-determination in all
its products, as far as technically and legally possible.

CHARONIUM® Fragment | 12

Enhance your private key security significantly with the use of "CHARONIUM® Fragment | 12," an innovation designed
in the size of a credit card. It features a specially treated surface and fireproof stainless steel, turning it into a "Fort
Knox" for your digital assets. The FRAGMENT | 12 is compatible with all conventional wallets and hardware wallets,
including Trezor® and Ledger®, supporting their 12-word seed phrase. Each FRAGMENT | 12 has precise dimensions
of 85mm x 54mm x 2.5 mm. According to BIP39, the first 4 letters of each word are different, and the
corresponding 4-digit code of each word, engraved by the owner, represents a unique seed phrase.

For example: For the seed phrase "PREVENT," the code 1-3-6-3 is engraved on the CHARONIUM® Fragment | 12.

Each of these SEED PHRASE words has a unique 4-digit numerical code. Each 4-digit CODE is immortalized on the
corresponding line of the FRAGMENTS by "engraving" or "dotting" it with a chisel. It's essential that the corresponding
word and its CODE are entered in the correct order by the owner. Once secured on the Fragment, you'll enjoy peace
of mind and comprehensive protection for your precious digital assets.

CHARONIUM® - Fragment | 12
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CHARONIUM® Fragment | 24
Another upcoming hardware product from CHARONIUM® is the "CHARONIUM® Fragment | 24". Like its predecessor,
this Fragment features a specially treated surface and fireproof stainless steel, along with three Fragment
segments containing a CHARONIUM® Obolus made of copper.

The Fragment | 24 allows you to secure a private key with 24 words, which are punched in by the owner using the
BIP 39 word list and a punch tool.

Distribution Options for CHARONIUM® Fragments

The special feature of this Fragment is that the words on the Fragments are distributed in such a way that it
always requires two plates to restore the entire private key (see Key Sharding). This property allows you to
distribute the private key to different locations, individuals, or institutions without losing complete control or trust,
thereby increasing security in potential incidents such as a house fire or theft.

To simplify the distribution and storage of CHARONIUM® Fragments, new services and partnerships with notaries,
lawyers, banks, and private companies are being established.
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CHARONIUM® LEGACY

Secure your digital legacy with CHARONIUM® Legacy by entrusting
CHARONIUM® Fragments to a lawyer, notary, or directly to CHARONIUM®
for safekeeping. In the event of loss or death, CHARONIUM® enables
access restoration through a notary or lawyer using the CHARONIUM®
O�ine Hardware Device.

Through the CHARONIUM® Legacy app, your assets can then be located by
a notary or lawyer and transferred to your heirs.

The service can be obtained online via the website or directly through
partner law firms that already offer digital estate planning. If you already
have a CHARONIUM® Fragment, you can bring a part of the fragment to the
will reading. Otherwise, the fragment can also be brought to the law firm
after the will reading.

Similarly, when securing another part of the fragment, this is done
through a subscription and processed online via a trust agreement. The
fragment is protected by a special security seal and picked up by a
delivery service to be taken to the "CHARONIUM® Treasury," where it is then processed and securely stored in a safe
deposit box at one of the partner banks. The subscription for the service can be paid with STYX®.

Planned Implementation and Release: 2024/2025

In 2024, this service will initially be available in Austria. However, in the
near future, this service will also be made available in other countries
and languages.

The CHARONIUM® Legacy service offering also includes:

➢ Partner Program "Digital Estate" for Lawyers, Notaries & Banks
➢ "Digital Identity-SAFE" Service
➢ Education on Inheritance
➢ Training / Workshops

The hardware solutions are developed by CHARONIUM® itself and implemented jointly with our partners.
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Partner Program - Digital Inheritance
On legacy.charonium.com, the inheritance search will be made available, where you can find lawyers and notaries
offering digital estate services through CHARONIUM® Legacy. Law firms and partners can easily register on the
platform.

After registration, partners will gain access to the inheritance portal through their own hardware device. One of the
innovative CHARONIUM® tools of the portal is a specially developed service that securely checks private keys and
calculates the current value of all assets on them.

In the future, retrieving values on exchanges, accessing death certificates, and wills with the click of a button will
also be made available. With the CHARONIUM® Legacy partner service, managing your estate will be effortless.

Storage of CHARONIUM® Fragments
Owners of CHARONIUM® Fragments are offered the option to store a part of their fragment. This is done through a
subscription and processed online via a trust agreement. The partial fragment is then collected by the user from a
selected delivery service and taken to the "CHARONIUM® Treasury," where it is processed and securely stored in a
safe deposit box at one of the partner banks. The subscription for this service can be paid with STYX®.

“Digital Identity-SAFE” Service
With the introduction of digital identities on the blockchain, private keys are also required. To offer users and
businesses an innovative and practical solution to securely store their digital identities, CHARONIUM® is developing
a secure storage solution for this purpose as well. Through close cooperation with VID International GmbH, new
identity tools and specially tailored CHARONIUM® Fragments will be developed in the future.

Inheritance Planning Awareness
Few people actively consider how to handle their own estate. To address this issue, a variety of documents and
explanations will be available on both the homepage and in the CHARONIUM® Underverse®.

Training & Workshops
CHARONIUM® will collaborate with leading experts and influencers to develop and offer various online training
sessions and workshops. Topics such as handling private keys, managing wallets, inheritance, or NFTs/Tokens will
be explained, and best practices will be presented.

CHARONIUM® Podcast
A captivating podcast delving into the topic of dying and inheritance in all its facets. Each episode focuses on a
unique story, whether it's the personal journey of a family through the process of making a will, the challenges of
dealing with inheritance taxes, or the emotional aspects of grieving and letting go.

We delve deep into the world of estate planning, shedding light on legal and financial aspects, but also making
room for personal experiences and reflections. Experts such as lawyers, financial advisors, and psychologists
provide valuable insights and advice to help our listeners prepare for life's inevitable questions.
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The podcast is not only informative but also empathetic, encouraging listeners to actively engage with their own
mortality and estate matters.

CHARONIUM® UNDERVERSE® (MEMBERAREA)

With the CHARONIUM® member area, known as the UNDERVERSE®, you dive into a
fascinating and unique world. All digital services of CHARONIUM® will be accessible
there. However, this exclusive member area is only accessible to CHARONIUM® NFTs
(Digital Obolus NFT) or STYX® HODLers.

To obtain a CHARONIUM® NFT, one must purchase a CHARONIUM® Fragment or
CHARONIUM® Obolus. These come with an NFT redemption code enclosed and, after collection and minting of the
NFT, grant access to the CHARONIUM® Underverse®.

STYX® HODLers also have access to this member area. Charon's only requirement is that the user must have at
least 1,000 STYX in their wallet - once this condition is met, the portal to the CHARONIUM® UNDERVERSE® opens up.

OFFERS IN THE CHARONIUM® UNDERVERSE®

CHARONIUM® Eternal

Imagine being able to continue sending your love and support to your loved ones
even after your passing. "CHARONIUM® Eternal" makes it possible for your personal
messages to touch and inspire your loved ones beyond your death. Through the
power of AI-driven technologies and seamless integration into the comprehensive
CHARONIUM® universe, this service will serve as a source of love, memories, and
connection beyond death. Your legacy will not only be preserved but also nurtured
for generations to come.

For $STYX Token Holders (starting from 69,000 STYX), this service is free of charge.

Planned release in the Underverse®: 2025 (Beta planned for Q4/2024)
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CHARONIUM® Hades Keys

Welcome to the thrilling world of Hades Keys! Dive into an adventure that takes you
into a lost underworld where hidden treasures and secrets await to be discovered.
As a Keymaster, you are destined to unravel the mysteries of this mysterious world.

Hades Keys is an NFT game that combines collecting NFTs with the excitement of
discovering hidden secrets. You become the Hades Keymaster, tasked with
collecting NFT keys from participants to unlock the secrets of a mysterious
underworld. As you delve deeper into the abyss, you increase your chances of
discovering valuable treasures and unique rewards. The keys themselves are as
diverse as the chests, and each possesses a unique power. From the ability to control fire to discovering hidden
paths - choosing the right key can make the difference between an ordinary find and an immeasurable treasure.
The rarer the key, the more challenging it is to find the corresponding chest.

Are you ready to unveil the secrets of Hades Keys and fulfill your destiny as a Keymaster? Then venture into the
depths of the underworld and discover rare treasures!

Planned release & sale of NFT Keys in the Underverse®: 2025

CHARONIUM® Living Urn

Our Living Urn honors the uniqueness of the natural cycle. Made from sawdust and
mycelium, it allows you or a loved one to become part of the fascinating story of the
forest.

As your urn gradually dissolves with your ashes, it promotes magnificent
mushrooms, and you become part of the forest once again. What makes the Living
Urn fascinating is the fact that the mycelium remains inactive until it comes into
contact with the moisture of the soil.

The urn is planned to be manufactured using 3D printers, which allow for the creation of any 3D shape of an urn,
enabling production anywhere in the world.
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Mycelium - Network of Fine Threads

Mycelium is a network of fine threads that extends between the roots of the forest. It is a gigantic underground
network that connects the forest together. It emits chemical signals to warn or support other plants and
organisms.

Mycelium is not only a communicator but also both a "destroyer" and a "creator." It decomposes dead organic
material and transforms it into nutrients for the soil. Without mycelium, there would be no fertile soil on which
plants could grow. It is the invisible gardener of the forest.

Planned release & sale in the Underverse®: Q1 / 2025

CHARONIUM® Vault

The CHARONIUM® Vault sets a new standard for security and reliability in the
realm of cryptocurrencies. It allows seamless interaction with various
cryptocurrencies and offers comprehensive features.

Managing your assets with the CHARONIUM® Vault Wallet is extremely
straightforward. By simply tapping your card on your phone, you gain
immediate access to your funds. Each CHARONIUM® Vault set includes 2 cards
and provides an integrated backup solution. During setup, you have the option to store your key on additional cards
or CHARONIUM® Fragments to ensure continuous financial management, even if both cards are lost.

Planned release & O�cial sale in the Underverse®: 2024/25
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CHARONIUM® Cerberus

We introduce CHARONIUM® Cerberus: The Guardian USB/NFC Stick - your ultimate
solution for secure document storage. Elevate your data security to an
unprecedented level with our state-of-the-art hardware encryption technology,
advanced storage features, one-time passwords (OTPs), secure key storage, and
cutting-edge password management functions.

CHARONIUM® Cerberus, the vigilant guardian, provides massive protection for your
valuable documents. The advanced hardware encryption ensures that your sensitive
data is protected from unauthorized access. The enhanced storage feature offers an
additional layer of discretion, allowing you to deposit your files in a location that can be accessed by a notary in the
event of your passing.

CHARONIUM® Cerberus

With its integrated one-time passwords (OTPs), CHARONIUM® Cerberus ensures that each access attempt is a
unique event while thwarting potential threats attempting to replicate or exploit access credentials. Additionally,
the secure key storage within the hardware creates a reinforced vault to ensure that cryptographic keys remain
protected against extraction or manipulation attempts.

The advanced password management features of CHARONIUM® Cerberus optimize your security protocols. Say
goodbye to vulnerabilities from weak passwords or password reuse. CHARONIUM® Cerberus allows you to e�ciently
manage your passwords while adhering to the highest security standards.

In a world where cyber attacks are becoming increasingly common, CHARONIUM® Cerberus is the guardian you can
trust. Your documents deserve maximum protection - CHARONIUM® Cerberus is the future of document security,
where your sensitive information is safeguarded through hardware innovation.

Planned Release & O�cial Sale in the Underverse®: 2026
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CHARONIUM® DAO & Hades Fund

If you own more than 200,000 STYX® tokens, you can apply to become a member
of the CHARONIUM® DAO in the Underverse®. Upon review, you will gain access to
voting rights and an exclusive chat group. In the DAO, you will be kept informed
early and actively involved in decision-making.

Additionally, a portion of the ecosystem tokens will be used to establish a Hades
Fund. This fund supports innovative projects in the management, custody, and
inheritance of digital assets, as well as analog products or services, which will
then be offered in the Underverse®.

Planned Release: 2025

CHARONIUM® Funeral Benefit

Funeral benefit is a symbolic act of care that provides comfort and support to
families in their darkest hour. When a loved one passes away, we are not only
overwhelmed by deep grief, but our financial balance is also put to a severe test.
All accounts of the deceased are immediately frozen upon their death, and it can
take months or even years for the inheritance to be distributed.

In this time of uncertainty and mourning, funeral benefit is like a light in the darkness that gives us hope. It
provides much-needed financial assistance to cover the costs of the funeral and grants families some relief as
they prepare to say goodbye.

Planned Implementation and Release: 2025
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Overview of $STYX
STYX® tokens offer various advantages and possibilities. While the obolus secures certain services, the quantity is
a necessary requirement for utilizing STYX® tokens. The more tokens you own, the more benefits you enjoy.

CHARONIUM® Business Model
Revenues are generated from the following areas:

CHARONIUM® Revenue Streams
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CHARONIUM® Team & Advisor

Nikolaus Stickler
CEO

Daniel Gosterxeier
CFO

Tobias Pfandl
CTO & Dev

Dirty Six
Artist & Influencer

Martin Kickmaier
Marketing

Alexander Kirchmair
Tokenomics Expert

Business Angel
Undisclosed

Daniel Müller
Blockchain Expert

New Announcement
coming soon

Ed Prince
Expert in Web3

Coalition of like-minded enthusiasts.
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CHARONIUM® Roadmap

Our roadmap outlines the steps we will take to achieve our goal of managing, safeguarding, and inheriting digital
assets. From developing advanced technologies to integrating legal and security standards, we aim to provide a
comprehensive solution and infrastructure that meets the needs of our users.

We invite you to join us on this journey and be part of a movement that fundamentally changes the way we manage
and pass on assets. With CHARONIUM®, you can ensure that your digital assets are in good hands and your legacy is
preserved.

Further projects and implementations will be continuously updated. Members of the CHARONIUM® DAO (with
holdings of over 200,000 STYX) will have the exclusive opportunity to contribute ideas and projects, as well as to
influence decisions in the individual implementation measures.
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Where does the name CHARONIUM come from?

The name CHARONIUM® is derived from CHARON, the ferryman of Hades who transports the souls of the newly
deceased across the river STYX to the realm of the dead. Based on the name of the ferryman and the sound of the
well-known cryptocurrency Ethereum, our Soonicorn was named CHARON-IUM.

For this crossing, one had to pay CHARON with a coin, known as the Obolus. The company logo, the CHARONIUM®
Cross, was developed based on a historical finding of a "Charon Obolus."

CHARONIUM® Cross

What is a CHARONIUM® Obolus ?

The Charon Obolus is a coin that, according to Greek mythology, was placed with the deceased to pay for the
crossing over the river STYX into the afterlife. The ferryman CHARON demanded this fee and is also the namesake
of this coin, the Charon Obolus. According to legend, souls unable to pay the Obolus would wander as soulless
beings on the banks of the Styx for over 100 years.

Historical Discovery and Development of the Company Logo and Obolus Elements
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During a historical excavation, an old coin was found, reportedly minted for Charon to pay for the passage. This
ancient coin is now housed in a museum for prehistory and early history at the State Museums of Berlin.
CHARONIUM® recreated this coin and had it manually minted in one of the oldest mints in the world, located at
Hasegg Castle in Hall in Tirol, Austria. The first Taler, precursor to the modern dollar, was minted in silver at Hasegg
Castle in 1486.

The Obolus is available in copper, pure silver, and pure gold. However, the GENESIS edition of the silver and gold
coins is strictly limited. Only 69 gold coins and 6,900 silver coins will be available. Due to the very limited number,
these coins hold not only potential value appreciation but also collector and rarity value.

Limited Real Silver Obolus (Genesis Edition)

Who has supported CHARONIUM®?

The following project partners have significantly supported us in building and developing CHARONIUM®: Land Tirol,
Standortagentur Tirol, AplusB, RIAT Institute, DORDA GmbH, Stadler & Völkl GmbH, VID International GmbH, Notary
Völkl, itreebute, DLT Austria, and DLT Germany.
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What is “Private Key Sharding”?
The "Key Sharding" principle refers to a method of splitting cryptographic keys into multiple parts or "shards" to
increase security or control access to sensitive data.

Imagine you have a treasure map that leads to a hidden treasure. Instead of keeping the entire map in one place,
you cut it into several pieces and give each family member a part. Each person has only a small section of the map
and cannot find the treasure alone. Only when all the pieces are put together does the complete map show the
exact location of the treasure. This way, it can be ensured that the treasure is found only when everyone works
together, and no individual can access it alone.

Principle of a shared treasure map - All pieces are necessary to find the treasure

The CHARONIUM® Sharding principle for the CHARONIUM® Fragment | 24 divides the 24 words of the Private Key into
three fragment parts. With one part (fragment), the Private Key cannot be restored, thus access to the parked
assets is not possible. The complete Private Key can only be restored with at least two parts (fragments).

The words on the fragments are usually not altered by their own protocol, but rather use the original word list (BIP
39) of the Private Key. All CHARONIUM® addresses are Bitcoin, Ethereum, or Ledger addresses and allow the holding
of the respective cryptocurrencies.
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On which blockchain is the STYX Token based?
The STYX Token is based on BASE, an Ethereum Layer-2 solution developed by Coinbase and Optimism. It provides a
secure, cost-effective, and developer-friendly environment for on-chain applications. Compatible with EVM wallets
and the Coinbase Wallet, it allows access to the Coinbase ecosystem with over 110 million users and a total asset
value of over $80 billion.

Layer-2 blockchains are referred to as secondary protocols built on an existing blockchain like Ethereum. They
enhance scalability, transaction throughput, and e�ciency without compromising security or decentralization.

Do you have a will / inheritance contract?

Source: Statista 2021

The presented statistics shed light on whether individuals have drafted a will. The data reveals that 25.8% of
respondents stated they have already drafted a will, while the overwhelming majority of 73.7% indicated they do
not possess a will. These figures illustrate the varying attitudes and estate planning practices regarding inheritance
law. While some people take early measures to organize the distribution of their assets after their passing, others
may be less aware of the importance of deliberate estate planning.

It is crucial for those who have not yet drafted a will to recognize the potential consequences of this omission and,
if necessary, take steps to clearly regulate their financial affairs and document their wishes for the future.
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INVESTOR FACT SHEET - SHORT VERSION

CHARONIUM® specializes in addressing the needs of users who want to securely manage their digital assets and
estates. Their main offering, CHARONIUM®, provides a comprehensive solution for the secure storage,
management, and transfer of digital assets for future generations. CHARONIUM® caters to users who invest in
cryptocurrencies and digital assets and want to ensure that their digital assets are protected and correctly passed
on in the event of their passing.

Common issues faced by users include uncertainty about the future of their digital assets in case of death, loss of
private keys, risk of losing cryptocurrencies without proper estate planning, and di�culties in securely storing
digital assets. Charonium offers solutions to these challenges by securing digital inheritances, simplifying the
transfer process, and protecting assets from accidents or sudden death.

Through CHARONIUM®, users receive professional guidance on creating secure digital estate plans as well as
access to software and hardware solutions for asset security. The services offered include professional asset
management, digital estate planning consultation, and secure storage solutions. CHARONIUM® also provides
additional benefits such as access to specialized tools, educational materials to raise awareness of digital
inheritances, and unique services like the CHARONIUM® Legacy program, which allows for the secure storage of key
fragments and recovery of access in case of loss. Their goal is to provide users with a seamless experience for
securing their digital assets and to expand their services globally to serve a wider market. CHARONIUM® also offers
advanced services such as a partner program for lawyers, notaries, and banks, as well as a Digital Identity-SAFE
service in cooperation with VID International GmbH. Additionally, educational offerings such as informational
materials and guides on inheritance are available online and in the CHARONIUM® Underverse®, Charonium's
members' area.

Niche: Digital Asset Management and Digital Estate Security.

Main Offering: CHARONIUM® provides a comprehensive service for the secure management, storage, and transfer
of digital assets for the next generation.

Target Audience: Investors in cryptocurrencies and digital assets who want to ensure that their digital assets are
protected and correctly passed on in the event of their passing.

Most Common Issues: Uncertainty about the future of digital assets in the event of death, loss of private keys,
risk of losing cryptocurrencies without proper estate planning, di�culties in securely storing digital assets.

Benefits: Securing digital inheritance for future generations, a simple and secure transfer process, protection
against loss of digital assets due to accidents or sudden death.
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Offer: Guidance and assistance in creating a secure digital estate plan, use of software and hardware products for
security and storage of digital assets.

What You Get Specifically: Professional management and security of digital assets, advice and support in
planning digital estates, secure storage solutions for digital assets.

Bonuses: Access to specialized tools and services for managing digital assets, comprehensive awareness-raising
and information on the importance of digital estates.

CHARONIUM® Legacy: Secure storage of key fragments: Entrust parts of your digital key to trusted partners such
as lawyers, notaries, or directly to CHARONIUM®. Access recovery: In the event of your passing or loss, CHARONIUM®
enables access recovery through an o�ine hardware device facilitated by an authorized notary or lawyer.

Easy Access & Management: Use the service online through the website or in person through partner law firms.
Existing CHARONIUM® fragments can be included in estate openings.

Subscription Service for Additional Security: Secure storage of your key fragments through a subscription
model, secured by a trust agreement. The fragments are brought to the "CHARONIUM® Treasury" and held in partner
banks.

Payment: The service subscription can be paid with the cryptocurrency STYX®.

Availability: Initial offering in Austria with plans for international expansion.

Advanced Services: Partner program for lawyers, notaries, and banks to participate in the digital estate program.
Digital Identity-SAFE Service: Secure storage of digital identities on the blockchain in cooperation with VID
International GmbH.

Educational Offerings: Information materials and guides on inheritance available online and in the CHARONIUM®
Underverse®, the CHARONIUM® members' area.

Training & Workshops: Collaboration with experts and influencers to develop online training and workshops on
handling private keys, wallet management, and inheritance of NFTs/Tokens.
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Important Notice

Please read this notice carefully!

The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the CHARONIUM® ecosystem and the CHARONIUM®
Token ($STYX). It is neither legally binding nor does it establish any legal claims against CHARONIUM GmbH
(hereinafter referred to as CHARONIUM®) or any of its subsidiaries or representatives/marketers.

The legal notices available at https://www.charonium.com/terms are the only ones that apply.

The crypto market is an extremely volatile market. Prices can fluctuate significantly, and there is a risk of total
loss. Please note that the information in this blackpaper does not constitute financial advice. It is highly advisable
to seek advice from experts before investing in cryptocurrencies.

Only invest money that you are willing to lose, and thoroughly research before making decisions. Keep in mind that
cryptocurrencies are not supported by governments or central banks, and their value development can be
unpredictable.

Please act responsibly and educate yourself about the risks before entering the crypto market or investing in a
crypto project.

Imagine the following question one last time...

Now, imagine the following question one last time...

What happens to your Bitcoins, Ether, Tether, and NFTs when you're no longer here?

CHARONIUM® is by your side, determined not only to provide you with the answers to this essential question but
also to assist you and help preserve your values and digital treasures for future generations securely.

We're here when you're gone.

Join Us Now
Charonium Instagram
Charonium twitter (X)
Charonium Telegram (Notice)
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